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Model: GCO02SS

PORTABLE GAS OVEN STOVES
Instruction For Installation And Use

IMPORTANT: Please read this instruction carefully before using the appliance. Always keep this manual in a place 
where could be seen at any moment.
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Terms and conditions

●  Put the food on the mid-layer, it takes more time but makes the goods more delicious!
●  Use the salt or another marinade to cover the meat after a certain time, it tastes better.
●  This device only can use low-pressure butane, propane, or LPG, with a suitable qualified regulator and hose, the 
    hose should be connected with the device and regulator by hose nut carefully.

Time for cooking and power of fire (below details is for reference only)

You can adjust the time, fire, cooking grill's layer as personal interest according to different food.

Instructions
Operation step and functions
●  After connecting the cylinder, need double confirm there is no leakage, then put the grease tray and cooking grill 
    in the right place.
●  First time use the appliance, should close the door without any food inside, use high fire to cook 5 mins, for 
    high-temperature disinfection and smell remover.

Food

Temperature

Time

Toast

Low

3-5
mins

Hot dog

High

10-12
mins

Pizza

Medium-high

20-25
mins

Roast
shrimp

High

10-15
mins

Roast
fish

High

13-15
mins

Roast
duck

High

30-35
mins

Egg-
plant

High

25-30
mins

Chicken
wing

High

18-20
mins

Spare
ribs

High

18-20
mins

Sweet
potato

High

30-35
mins
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●  First time use the grease tray, also should use high fire to cook 1 min for high-temperature disinfection and smell 
    remover.
●  Cooking grill with tinfoil covering is used for cooking spare ribs, chicken wing, chicken, shrimp, and vegetables, 
    etc.
●  Upper burner is used for making soup, rice, noodles and boil water, etc.

Use tips
*   As always use the appliance outdoor which needs to remove the hose, there is lots of air inside the 
    hose, it lowers the ignition success rate. So suggest that pressing the valve of the burner for 3~5 
    seconds to let out the air.

Lighting instruction
*   Open the glass door and remove the grease tray, push down the control knob for 3 seconds, then turn it 
    anticlockwise to the 90° position, when you saw it is lighting, still keep pushing the knob for 5 seconds 
    then leave it If the burner has not lit, turn the knob 'OFF', and repeat the step above until it is lighting.
*   If the burner has not lit after 3 attempts, wait 3 minutes and repeat the above steps.
*   After the burner is lighting, you can adjust the flame by turning the control knob between high and low, 
    this no need to push down the knob.
*   After using the appliance, turn off the valve of the gas cylinder, then turn off all the control knob after the 
    fire gone.

Trouble Shooting
●  If you find any problem with the appliance, contact the after-sale department by email, inform serial no.,  and 
    detail phenomenon.
●  You have to pay the material cost if due to the expiration of guarantee time.

The below state might not be a failure, to save your time, please check it carefully before 
email customer service.

Exception

Failure of ignition ①

Failure of ignition ②

Failure of ignition ③

Temperature rises slowly

Cause analysis

The hose contains much air or cold weather.

Use a non-standard, adjustable regulator.

The gas is impure or with high impurity.

In outdoor environments humidity, the 
temperature is not constant.

Light the upper burner first then light 
the oven, or use the ignition gun.

Warm up the oven to 392°F before 
putting the food inside, also try to put 
the oven in a sheltered comer.

To judge the gas pure or not, you can 
see the fire. Fire in blue means pure, 
fire in red means impure.

Must use the fixed regulator with 
2.74 kPa.

Solution
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Specification

Emergency Treatment and Product Specification
Emergency treatment
●  When using the appliance, if always with smoke or catch fire, please turn it off as soon as possible, also turn off 
    the gas valve, contact with the after-sale department soon!
●  If the hose of the appliance is damaged, please contact the after-sale department directly. Never modify the 
    device by yourself or other people to avoid any danger.

Cleaning and Maintenance
●  Please cleaning the oven only after the appliance is totally cool.
●  Never clean the surface with crocus (detergent), volatile oil, acid-base solvent, these will damage the surface 
    treatment.
●  Please use the soft towel to clean the outer body, to avoid scratch (as photo).
●  About the greasy dirt, please use the soft towel with dish detergent to scrub, and must pat dry with a dry towel, 
    avoid rust.
●  If there is greasy dirt inside the glass window, is difficult to be cleaned after is dry, you can use the scouring pad 
    to clean it, in appropriate intensity, don't too overexert to scratch the glass.

Item
Type

Left burner power output

Right burner power output

Oven burner power output 

Power source

1 lb. propane bottle (use over 39.4 inches length 
hose, product package include the hose)

20 lb. propane tank (use over 59.1 inches length 
hose, product package not include the hose)

GCO02SS

8500 BTU

5100 BTU

5100 BTU

Dimension (LxWxH)

Weight

Capacity

24.80″x14.37″x19.69″

33.07 lbs

1.41 Cu.ft / 40L
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Safety Caution (Must Following)
Please be sure to the following items to prevent any harm and property damage accidents for the user and others.
●  For strengthening emphasize the below details, here will explain more about the below marks:

WARNING It means "It might cause death or serious injury"!

Caution It means "It might cause injury or property damage"!

●  For more details, please check the below mark and instruction for reference:

This symbol means "PROHIBIT"!

This symbol means "ENFORCE”.
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●  It will reduce the appliance's service life if used for 
    commercial use!

●  Never allow children to use this appliance alone!

Warning

●  Gas type: butane, propane LPG, natural gas. The 
    hose's length must more than 39.4 inches, and the 
    gas cylinder should be put at least 39.4 inches 
    away!

●  Never clean the device with chemical liquid 
    solvents!

C
hem

ical 

Liquid solvent

34.9 inches
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Warning

●  Never store gasoline or other flammable gases or 
    liquids around the appliance.

●  Outdoor use only or use in well-ventilated places, 
    such as balconies.

●  Never place the appliance on a soft, uneven floor 
    or grass, to prevent dumping, it might burn the 
    grass and tree then cause danger.

●  When not use the appliance for a long time, please 
    dean it can if any cause carefully and check if any 
    cause mouldy or rust, then put it into carton. Put 
    the carton in a less moisture place. Ensure the 
    appliance far away from the gas cylinder. 

●  When using the appliance outdoor, avoid sun 
    exposure, and avoid the place might have 
    something fall off at any time.

●  Be careful when lighting the burner and notice the 
    fire, must turn off the control knob after cooking, 
    and double confirm the fire gone or not at the 
    same time.

Hot place
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●  Except for the door handle and 2 sides handle, do 
    not touch another place of the appliance when 
    using or just turn off the fire, to avoid any scald.

●  Fix the appliance in a safe place when 
    transportation and do not let it throw, remember far 
    away from the gas cylinder.

Warning

●  The first time use the appliance, it might have smoke from the inside oven, this is normal and please keep     
    using it!
●  Do not use the damaged hose!
●  Never place the appliance on a plastic cloth or soft pad material to avoid the fire risk!

Particular Caution: 
When cooking break, do not use high fire for more than 5 minutes, also when cooking meats which has too 
much fat do not cook a too long time, this foods might catch fire!

●  Never go away when using the appliance!

All maintenance services are according to the original parts, if use non -original parts on the product 
and cause any damage, the company is not bear any responsibility for a 1-year guarantee!

●  If there is the strong smell when using the 
    appliance, please turn off the gas supply and put 
    off the fire at once, also open the glass window!

●  Must use the appliance with country pressure 
    standard and safety standard's qualified regulator 
    and hose, is very dangerous for using the 
    unqualified regulator and hose!

Turn off the gas supply
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Model no.

Description

Total power output

Capacity

Gas type

Inlet gas pressure

Power source

USE OUTDOORS ONLY.

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THE APPLIANCE. 
WARNING: ACCESSIBLE PARTS MAY BE VERY HOT. KEEP YOUNG CHIL DERN AWAY. 
THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE KEPT AWAY FROM FLAMMABLE MATERIALS DURING USE. 
DO NOT MOVE THE APPLAIAMCE DURING USE.
TURN OFF THE GAS SUPPLY TO THE GAS CYLINDER AFTER USE. 
DO NOT MODIFY THE APPLIANCE.

GCO02SS

Portable gas oven stoves

18,700 BTU

1.41Cu.ft / 40L

Propane

2.74 kPa

0.77 mm

0.63 mm

0.59 mm

Left hotplate burner

Right hotplate burner

Oven burner

Injector size

1 lb. propane bottle (use over 39.4 inches length 
hose, product package include the hose)

20 lb. propane tank (use over 59.1 inches length 
hose, product package not include the hose)
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